Volvulus of the Cecum Due to Intestinal Malrotation in an Adult Woman, a Case Report
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Abstract

We present the case of an adult woman with a medical history of repetitive episodes of intestinal subocclusion and occlusion that remitted with medical treatment. During hospital admission due to acute abdominal pain and secondary to CT scan results, an urgent surgical approach was decided with findings of a malrotation anomaly consisting in a short, dilated and volvulus cecum behind hepatoduodenal ligament and a collapsed transversal colon, requiring intestinal resection and ileocolic primary intestinal anastomosis.

Conclusion: Repetitive intestinal occlusion and subocclusion symptoms also in an adult patient with history of repetitive episodes that were always treated conservatively should be considered as a possible malrotation anomaly. Cecal volvulus is a very rare clinical entity, difficult to early diagnose and can be associated to a malrotation anomaly. Early surgery in this type of patients, that are used to conservative treatment, require a high index of diagnostic suspicion but can be associated with lower mortality and morbidity.
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Introduction

Intestinal malrotation is due to the interruption of the normal rotation process of the gastrointestinal tract. Embryological gut developments initially occur between the fourth and fifth week of gestation; the primitive intestine divides into two loops, proximal and distal, according its relation to the superior mesenteric artery. These two loops rotate about 270 grades, independently, anti-clockwise and then adhere to the peritoneum. Interruption of this rotation process is known as a malrotation anomaly. This congenital rotation and intestine fixation anomaly it is usually presented during the neonatal period. Infrequently they can be diagnosed in older pediatric patients or adults, requiring imaging studies to confirm the diagnosis [1]. Malrotation anomalies complications usually are intestinal occlusion due to volvulus, defined as an abnormal degree of intestinal rotation along the axis of its mesentery.

Less frequently exists, other causes such as the Ladd bandages, defined as "congenital reinforcements of the posterior peritoneum, constitute a fibrotic band from the lower liver portion up to the mesentery origin, so it surrounds and usually obstructs duodenum or other intestinal portions." Intestinal malrotation can be associated to other entities, such as ureter or kidney agenesis, extrahepatic biliary atresia, congenital diaphragmatic hernia, intestinal or duodenal stenosis or atresia, Hirschprung disease, pyloric stenosis, Prune-Belly disease or heterotaxia [1-3], or associated to duodenal invagination or to appendicitis [4].

In the adult population, it is an undiagnosed entity with an unknown incidence. Kantor studied 2000 asymptomatic patients with a barium enema and stated an incidence of intestinal malrotation of 0.19% [5]. Imaging studies, such as Doppler ultrasound can establish diagnosis by evaluation of the mesenteric vessels, normal
vein position in front of inferior cava, and normal arterial position anterior and left of the aorta. Also with more specific signs, such as the Whirlpool sign, finding of the superior mesenteric vein, intestine and its mesentry rotate surrounding the artery and locates the intestinal volvulus. Although it has low sensitivity and specificity due to be observer dependent [1]. Abdominal CT scan can show a high-abdominal obstruction, gastric and duodenum dilation and a “CT whirlpool sign” described by Fischer in 1981. CT scan can also show signs of having intestinal structures to the right, and colonic structures to the left, no uncinated pancreatic process [6], and a high-cecum [3], this being normal in up to 20% of patients.

Intestinal transit test can demonstrate as intestinal malrotation findings a small intestine to the right and the jejunum-duodenum union not crossing to the left of the spinal column; also jejunum volvulus and a corkscrew duodenum [3].

Treatment by Ladd surgical procedure consists in volvulus unfolding, non-viable intestinal resection, peritoneum bandages section, usually appendectomy and intestinal structures accommodation, having small intestine to the right and colonic structures to the left [1,3]. When early diagnosed, as in most cases is, the laparoscopic approach is an effective and minimally invasive procedure that allows abdominal direct vision [2,3]. Ladd bandages section and duodenum liberation using bipolar diathermy is usually simple [7].

Case Report

An adult woman of 65 years of age, with a medical history of constipation with bowel movements every 3 to 4 days, managed with a high-fiber diet and high-liquid intake. Medical record of several Emergency Department admissions due to intestinal occlusion and subocclusion symptoms requiring conservative management and hospital discharge in the last years.

Two days prior to last admission presents severe abdominal pain, oppressive, described as a 8/10 of intensity, nausea, vomit, without evacuations or intestinal gas channeling so a CT scan was required; it reported stomach and small intestinal as normal, colon with a high-ileocecal union next to the liver; abnormal mesenteric rotation, and altered morphology of ascendant colon and cecum, with a localized colon distension up to 6.5 cms. Sigmoid colon with diverticulum but no inflammatory signs; with the CT scan conclusion of images suggestive for:

1. Colon anomaly with no clear presence of abdominal colon due to its high-location behind liver and volvulus, and
2. Volvulus of the cecum (Figure 1).

Received in our medical institution with dehydration, a nasogastric tube obtaining gastric residual, tachycardia up to 110 beats per minute, abdominal distension, pain and tympanic percussion. Diminished peristaltic noise, metallic noise in upper abdominal quadrants, and acute abdominal signs present (Von Blumberg and McBurney). Initial blood test with leukocytosis of 12,000 and 75% of neutrophil count.

Considering clinical and CT scan findings, medical record of past repetitive abdominal pain and intestinal occlusion symptoms, an abdominal laparotomy was required. Reported findings of important gastric distension, 20 cms long normal appendix, Ladd peritoneal bandages from the liver to the cecum prior its path behind the hepatoduodenal ligament, and posterior of which, an intestinal dilated segment up to 12 cms of diameter, with firm fibrotic bandages to stomach and duodenum, with transverse colon and ascendant colon collapsed behind the posterior part of the hepatoduodenal ligament (Figures 2 and 3).

The surgical procedure consisted of fibrotic bands section and, in order to protect the extrahepatic bile tube, the section of the collapsed transversal colon 20 cms prior to its habitual hepatic flexion. Also section of the terminal ileus, 30 cms before ileocecal valve; and then dissection of dilated intestinal from hepatoduodenal ligament, stomach and duodenum.

After verifying hemostasis and integrity of hepatoduodenal ligament, a primary intestinal anastomosis ileus-transversal colon was performed (Figure 4).

After the surgical procedure, Parenteral Nutrition started with 1700 kcal in 2400 mls, by intravenous approach due to complex abdominal surgery and prolonged fasting. During the third day after surgery evolves with minor abdominal pain, still being unable to channel intestinal gas.

At the eight day of surgery presents good liquid intake tolerance, abdominal peristaltic noise and no abdominal distension so it progresses to the tenth day when a normal diet is started and afterwards having no abdominal pain and normal bowel movements, with less effort than before surgery.

At the eleventh day after surgery is discharged, and later, medical office follow-up showed no abdominal pain, distension or complications.

Discussion

Even that up to 80% of the cases of intestinal malrotation are presented within the first month of age, it can be present later in other pediatric patients or even in adults, usually with a medical history of repetitive abdominal pain, nausea or vomit, sometimes causing repetitive intestinal occlusion or subocclusion symptoms.

The case of the patient presented had a medical history of repetitive intestinal occlusion symptoms that were treated conservatively with good outcome, but being recidivist. It was until further imaging studies that the suspicion of cecal volvulus and intestinal malrotation was made, that surgery was indicated and performed. Coeal cecal volvulus and intestinal malrotation anomaly is a rare entity [8-10].

In adult patients, due to the absence of specific symptoms, surgical approach is not usually offered or accepted, and less accepted by those patients with repetitive episodes managed successfully by conservative approach. The standard for diagnosis and reference regarding intestinal malrotation is the high-intestinal transit test, that can show an abnormal duodenum-jejunal union towards the right of the spinal vertebra [7,11-13] however if it is no useful, an enema using barium can be of benefit [7,11-13].

After the volvulus diagnosis in an asymptomatic patient, some authors do not recommend a surgical approach due to the low intestinal ischemia incidence, but, not being able to predict those patients that will develop complications, all cases must be surgical approached [14-17].

Intestinal malrotation being a rare entity and an infrequent etiology of abdominal pain in adult patients, but it should be considered when associated medical history of repetitive intestinal occlusion symptoms. Regarding adult patients with repetitive events of intestinal occlusion, there are established paradigms of conservative management without considering medical history, and usually no further imaging studies.

In the reported case, surgery was offered due to the volvulus of the cecum found in CT scan, so we encourage to do a complete study and analysis of an adult patient with repetitive intestinal occlusion symptoms, in order to consider intestinal malrotation as a possible cause and be able to perform minimal invasive surgery as definitive treatment to avoid further complications, and have lower morbidity and mortality.

Conclusion

Intestinal malrotation, despite being infrequent in the adult patient, must be considered as a differential diagnosis in patients with a medical history of repetitive intestinal occlusion symptoms. Performing further study of this patients can facilitate the use of minimal invasive surgery as definitive treatment, and avoid complications such as a volvulus of the cecum, that force the need of major surgery with higher morbidity and mortality in adult patients.
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